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PulseWorx Gateway Use Tips 
 
If you have the PulseWorx Gateway in your installation, there are several important tips you should know 
about. This application note discusses the most important ones. 
 
In this app note, many references are made to the Gateway User Guide. This invaluable resource can be 
downloaded from the PCS support website on the Gateway product page. 
 
Getting ready for remote access 
The most important tip is to make sure that your Gateway has an IP address on your internal network that 
doesn’t change. 
 
There are two ways to achieve this and the method you use probably depends upon your network 
background. The older method is where you assign a static IP address to the Gateway. This is described in the 
Gateway User guide pages 46-49. While this is a valid method, from experience we have found it is better to 
use a different method if possible. 
 
Most modern routers have a feature that assigns the same IP address to a device each time it requests it. 
Every router has a different name for this. We have seen it called “IP Reservations”, “Sticky IP”, or “Manually 
assigned IP”.  
 
The common ASUS router has this feature. From the browser interface, go to the Advanced Settings, LAN 
section, then on to the DHCP Server section and it provides a section labeled “Manual Assignment” where you 
input or select a MAC address and provide the IP address it should get. Generally, this is just selecting from 
dropdowns. This way, every time the router sees a request for an IP address from that MAC address, it looks it 
up in its table and it gives it the same IP address as it received before. 
 
Here is what is seen on that popular model ASUS router. Yours could look different. 
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Why is having the Gateway receive the same IP address so important? Because for a mobile app to connect 
to the Gateway from outside your local network you will need to configure port forwarding. Port forwarding 
allows a connection from outside your network to be redirected to the Gateway. That redirection is made to 
the Gateway’s IP address. That’s why it must always be at that same IP address. Port forwarding is a big topic 
and is described in the Gateway user guide pages 50-51. 
 
 
Icons and labels 
In the mobile application there are a set of icons for each room, and within that room there are icons for each 
device. There are some configuration options you should consider. 
 
The icons used for each room can be changed from the one that UPStart assigned when the room or device 
was added. Select from the “PulseWorx Gateway” ribbon category the “Room icons” button. The tools opens 
and you will see a list of all rooms and the name of the icon selected for each. Press the “Change” button to 
change the icon choice. 
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To change an icon for a device, open the device properties and look on the “Remote Access” tab. On that tab 
is a table showing each channel of a device – some UPB devices have multiple channels – and the icon and 
label. 
 

 
 

Note that the label can be different than the device name. Why is that important? Sometimes an installer will 
name devices in a manner less than helpful to a homeowner. For example, an installer names a device “SW 
corner” but the homeowner would be much more familiar with an icon with “Bob’s light” label below it. This 
provides a method to do that.  
 
Also, there may be some devices you don’t want to appear on the mobile device. An example would be an in-
wall module used to control equipment that should be controlled only by a schedule and not manual action. 
Another example would be a multi-channel device where only some channels are in use. To suppress a device 
and/or channel of a device, untick the box next to that device channel. 
 
 
Users 
The PulseWorx Gateway has the concept of users as part of its security. Each user can have different 
capabilities. For example, some users can change a schedule, and some can’t. One tip: Always create one user 
with all capabilities – sort of a general “Admin” account. 
 
This is a big topic and is fully described in the Gateway user guide on pages 11-12.  
 
 
Schedules 
The Gateway contains an autonomous scheduler.  This schedule can operate in two different modes: Calendar 
mode where you pick actions that happen on specific days of the year, and a simpler method where different 
actions happen on days of the week – each week operating the same. 
 
The Gateway can have up to 4 schedules and each schedule can contain many schedule entries. This lets you 
have a schedule that, for example, when you are at home, away, or on vacation. How you use these schedules 
is up to you. The mobile apps have a user interface where you can switch which schedule is the active 
schedule. 
 
This is a big topic and is covered in the Gateway user guide pages 24-40. 
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Mobile Apps 
 
Mobile apps – Android and iOS – are available from the online app stores and are located and installed like 
other apps you are already using. 
 
If you are using the Apple iOS application, configuration of the connection to the Gateway is important. Please 
save time and review pages 13-16 of the Gateway User Guide. The key point is that the settings are accessed 
by the common iOS settings app. 
 
If you are using the Android application, again the Gateway User Guide is your best resource on pages 17-21. 
One key tip: The “Find” operation for connection works on some networks but not all. If it doesn’t work for 
you, entering the IP address of the Gateway will ensure success. 
 
Finally, if you are accessing your Gateway from outside your network, the IP address you use isn’t the 
Gateway’s internal IP address but the IP address of your home. That can change over time, so we recommend 
a Dynamic Name Service. This is a service where you create a name for your home, for example, 
“bobsOregonHome.dyndns.org”. The service translates that name to your current home IP address. There are 
several services for this, the one we are most familiar with is https://account.dyn.com/ 
 
##end## 

https://account.dyn.com/

